Extremists & Online Propaganda

Key Findings:

- At least **26 individuals** that consumed official extremist propaganda successfully carried out or facilitated terror attacks. Many of these attacks occurred in the West, including in New York City, London, Manchester, Nice, Sydney, Brussels, Stockholm, Orlando, San Bernardino, Boston, and Quebec. At least **52 additional individuals** attempted to carry out or facilitate terror attacks.

- Individuals accessed and disseminated official extremist propaganda materials on a variety of social media platforms including Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Google Plus, WhatsApp, Skype, Tumblr, and Paltalk.

- At least **57 individuals** that consumed official extremist propaganda attempted to become foreign fighters for an extremist group, and at least **16 individuals** successfully did so.

- At least **72 individuals** consumed official extremist propaganda that contained explicitly violent content, and at least **25 individuals** accessed official extremist propaganda materials that provided instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts.

- At least **51 individuals disseminated** official extremist propaganda materials, and at least **59 consumed or discussed** propaganda materials with another individual.

Executive Summary

Official propaganda materials produced by the media arms of groups like ISIS, al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and al-Shabab are intentionally crafted to radicalize, inspire, and incite individuals to violence. These groups have produced propaganda in a myriad of textual, audio, and video forms—from music videos to glossy magazines—that have helped to convince individuals around the world to travel abroad to join extremist groups and to conduct deadly attacks in their home countries. At times, they have even offered specific guidance on how to do so. Abdirizak Warsame, who was arrested at the age of 19 for attempting to join ISIS abroad, stated that while watching violent ISIS execution videos on YouTube, he started to believe that he was “doing something for a greater cause…for good” by supporting the group. Warsame was one of 57 individuals documented by the Counter Extremism Project (CEP) who attempted to join an extremist group abroad, and one of 72 individuals who accessed explicitly violent propaganda materials. Dzhokhar Tsarnaev—who detonated two homemade bombs along with his brother, Tamerlan, at the April 2013 Boston Marathon—told investigators that he and his brother built the bombs using instructions from al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula’s Inspire propaganda magazine. The Tsarnaev brothers were two of 26 individuals documented who successfully enacted an act of terror, and two of 25 individuals who accessed propaganda materials that provided instructions on how to prepare or execute violent terrorist acts. (Sources: U.S. Department of Justice 2013, Slate, Foreign Policy, CBS News)

Official extremist group propaganda materials are easily disseminated and accessed on the Internet. The individuals documented in this report accessed extremist group propaganda on a variety of social media platforms, including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Tumblr, Google Plus, Skype, Paltalk, and WhatsApp. Several individuals also played a part in further propagating
extremist propaganda materials. Of the 168 individuals documented by CEP, at least 51 disseminated propaganda materials either online, in person, or via mail, and 59 viewed or discussed propaganda materials with another individual.

Even if extremist groups lose control over territory in their respective regions of operation, their ability to reach out and spread propaganda online will allow them to continue to attract support from across the globe. For example, even as ISIS steadily lost ground in Iraq and Syria throughout 2017, U.S. permanent resident Sayfullo Habibullaevic Saipov was still inspired by the group’s propaganda videos to carry out a vehicular attack in New York City on October 31, 2017, that killed eight people. As long as extremist groups continue to produce compelling propaganda that plays a part in inspiring and inciting individuals to violence—and remains easily accessible online-terrorism in the name of these extremist groups will remain a threat worldwide. (Source: U.S. Department of Justice 2017)

Methodology and Scope

CEP has documented 168 extremist individuals who consumed official extremist group propaganda materials. Official propaganda materials are defined as video, audio, and textual materials produced and released by the media arms and/or leaders (including known senior officials) of extremist groups that are representative of the group’s views and rhetoric. They do not include materials produced by supporters of extremist groups. They also do not include photographic materials, as they are often nearly impossible to verify as official releases from extremist groups.

CEP documented these individuals based on information provided in official legal documents and reports from reliable media sources. CEP collected ten pieces of information on each individual, which are outlined in detail below.

1. **Type of extremist:** Each individual is classified into one or more categories (specified below) based on his or her principal extremist activities. If an individual was ultimately unsuccessful in carrying out his or her desired activity, the word “attempted” is added before the classification. Individuals are also specified to be “facilitators” if they worked to facilitate the extremist activities of others.

   • *Foreign fighter:* an individual who traveled to join an extremist group abroad
   • *Terrorist:* an individual who carried out an act of terror
   • *Financier:* an individual who provided funds to an extremist group or known extremist individual
   • *Disseminator:* an individual convicted for his or her propagation of extremist material online
   • *Recruiter:* an individual convicted for recruiting or inciting another individual to violence on behalf of an extremist group or other extremist activity
   • *Supporter:* an individual otherwise convicted for an offense relating to their support of an extremist group
2. **Citizenship:** This section includes the individual’s citizenship and/or permanent residency status, when applicable.

3. **Description:** This section includes a brief description of the individual’s extremist activities.

4. **Propaganda type(s):** This section specifies the type of official extremist propaganda material accessed. In most cases, the language provided in the source material is used, though in some cases it is adapted for consistency so that any one piece of propaganda material is referred to by the same term across all entries. Additionally, if a piece of propaganda material is part of another listed type (e.g. if a speech is part of a video or a manual is part of a magazine), it is not listed as a separate propaganda type.
   - **Video:** Any video material produced and released by an extremist group and containing its rhetoric. The visual component of the video must have been produced by the extremist group. Audio files with a visual component later added are not classified as video material.
   - **Nasheed:** A work of Islamic vocal music released by an extremist group.
   - **Speech:** Any formal address given by a known leader of an extremist group in audio format. Some examples are speeches by former al-Qaeda emir [Osama bin Laden](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osama_bin_Laden) or ISIS emir [Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abu_Bakr_al-Baghdadi), lectures given by former al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) recruiter [Anwar al-Awlaki](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anwar_al-Awlaki), and audio releases by an extremist group spokesperson such as former ISIS spokesperson [Abu Muhammad al-Adnani](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdul_Malik_Al-Jabri). Also included in this section are interviews with extremist group leaders.
   - **Speech (text):** Any formal address originally given by a known leader of an extremist group in audio format presented in text format.
   - **Magazine:** Any propaganda material produced by an extremist group and presented in a print or online magazine format. Examples include ISIS’s [Dabiq](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dabiq) and [Rumiyah](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rumiyah) magazines and AQAP’s [Inspire](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inspire) magazine. Excerpts from these magazines are included in this category.
   - **News Report:** Any official press release or news report released by an extremist group. An example would be a news release from ISIS’s Amaq News Agency.
   - **Manual:** Any official textual publication providing specific instructions on how to perform terrorist-related activities compiled into a manual or handbook format. An example would be the al-Qaeda Manual, which provides general instructions on how to wage jihad and avoid detection from authorities.
   - **Publication:** Any official textual publication that does not fall into any of the other categories released by an extremist group or one of its known leaders. An example would be “The Defense of Muslim Lands” by al-Qaeda founder Abdullah Azzam, a fatwa calling for the necessity of jihad.

5. **Propaganda details:** This section discusses any available details about the official extremist propaganda materials and the context in which they were accessed and/or disseminated by the individual.

6. **Platform used to access propaganda:** This section notes the social media or Internet platform(s) used by the individual to access and/or disseminate official extremist group propaganda materials, if provided. Platforms not specified by name are not included.
7. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: This section documents whether an individual accessed official propaganda materials that depicted explicitly violent content. Violent content is defined as acts committed by an individual against another person designed to result in injury or death, as well as any gore or graphic images that depict the direct results of such acts.

8. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: This section documents whether an individual accessed official propaganda materials that provided instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts designed to inflict injury or death. Examples include instructions on how to construct or best handle weapons. Instructions on acts that are not explicitly violent (e.g. how to avoid detection from authorities) are not included.

9. **Disseminated?**: This section documents whether an individual disseminated official extremist propaganda materials. In most cases, dissemination took place online when materials were shared, re-posted, re-tweeted, re-uploaded, or sent to another individual via email or instant messaging, though there is also one documented case of dissemination by mail.

10. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: This section documents whether an individual accessed or discussed official propaganda materials in the presence of another individual. Cases in which the other individual was an undercover FBI informant are included.

***

1. **Umm Abbas** *(Guardian)* [Image not determined]
   a. **Type of extremist**: Foreign fighter (jihadi bride)
   b. **Citizenship**: U.K.
   c. **Description**: Young girl who immigrated to ISIS territory via Istanbul. She married an ISIS fighter and claimed that ISIS territory “has the best of men.”
   d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Publication
   e. **Propaganda details**: When asked about her beliefs, told a reporter from the *Guardian* to read works by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki online.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

2. **Anas El Abboubi** *(European Foundation for Democracy, Libero Quotidiano, U.S. Department of State)*
   a. **Type of extremist**: Foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship**: Italian
   c. **Description**: Traveled to Syria in September 2013 to become a foreign fighter for ISIS.
   d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Publication
   e. **Propaganda details**: Posted texts by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-
Awlaki online, including a publication titled “44 Ways to Fight Jihad.”

f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
i. Disseminated?: Yes
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist
b. Citizenship: U.S.
c. Description: Planned an attack in July 2011 modeled after the 2009 Fort Hood shooting. Sentenced in August 2012 to two consecutive life prison sentences for the attempted use of a weapon of mass destruction, the possession of a weapon in furtherance of a federal crime of violence, and the attempted murder of officers or employees of the United States.
d. Propaganda type(s): Magazine
e. Propaganda details: Authorities discovered bomb-making instructions from the first issue of AQAP’s Inspire magazine in his hotel room.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Yes
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

4. Abu Khalid Abdul-Latif (U.S. Department of Justice 2013, ABC News)
a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist
b. Citizenship: U.S.
c. Description: Plotted to attack a military installation in Seattle, Washington, in June 2011 using grenades and machine guns. Pled guilty to conspiring to use weapons of mass destruction and to conspiring to murder U.S. officers, and was sentenced to 18 years of prison in March 2013.
d. Propaganda type(s): Speech
e. Propaganda details: Posted videos of sermons by the now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki to his YouTube channel.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: YouTube
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
i. Disseminated?: Yes

a. Type of extremist: Terrorist
b. Citizenship: U.S. (naturalized)
c. Description: Carried out attacks on two U.S. military installations in Chattanooga, Tennessee, in July 2015, which fatally wounded one soldier. Killed by responding police.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech  
e. **Propaganda details:** Downloaded audio recordings and possessed CDs of sermons given by the now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.  
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.  
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.  
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist, attempted foreign fighter  
b. **Citizenship:** U.S. (naturalized)  
c. **Description:** Arrested in May 2015 and sentenced in November 2016 to 20 years in prison for plotting to murder a military base employee and attack a Cincinnati police station in the name of ISIS. Prior to the plot, he made plans and preparations to join ISIS in Syria.  
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video  
e. **Propaganda details:** Posted an ISIS training video on Twitter.  
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.  
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes  
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist facilitator  
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.  
c. **Description:** Suspected of aiding brother Salman Abedi in carrying out a suicide bombing at a concert venue in Manchester, England, on May 22, 2017, that killed 22 and wounded 250. Arrested in Libya after the attack and faced extradition to the United Kingdom as of November 2017.  
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video  
e. **Propaganda details:** Watched ISIS videos online with brother Salman Abedi since 2015, including bomb-making instructional videos.  
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Twitter  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Yes  
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.  
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

8. Salman Abedi ([Times, Sun, Manchester Evening News, ABC News](Image))  
a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist  
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S. (naturalized)
   c. **Description:** Traveled to Syria through Turkey in 2013, but returned to the United States. Arrested in May 2015 and sentenced to four years in prison in May 2016 for falsely telling federal agents that he had not pledged allegiance to ISIS.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Watched al-Qaeda videos, ISIS beheading videos, videos about ISIS emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, and videos about the creation of ISIS on social media.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Yes
   h. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.
   i. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.

10. **Khalil Abu-Rayyan** (U.S. Department of Justice 2015, Huffington Post) [Image]
    a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
    b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
    c. **Description:** Arrested in February 2016 and sentenced to five years in prison in April 2017 for illegal firearm possession. Made threats to carry out domestic terrorist attacks on behalf of ISIS.
    d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
    e. **Propaganda details:** Retweeted, liked, and commented on ISIS propaganda videos, including a video showing a Jordanian pilot being burned alive, beheading and other execution videos, and videos about ISIS victories.
    f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Twitter
    g. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
    h. **Disseminated?:** Yes
    i. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.
a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist, Foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Carried out a suicide bombing in Syria on behalf of the Nusra Front.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Stated that he was inspired by lectures by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

12. **Michael Adebolajo** *(Guardian, Independent)*
   a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist
d. **Description:** Sentenced to life in prison for killing British soldier Lee Rigby in May 2013. His partner in the attack was Michael Adebowale.

13. **Michael Adebowale** *(Guardian, Independent)*
   a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist
d. **Description:** Sentenced to 45 years in prison for killing British soldier Lee Rigby in May 2013. His partner in the attack was Michael Adebolajo.

   a. **Type of extremist:** Disseminator
d. **Description:** Charged with two offenses of disseminating a terrorist publication. Pled guilty and sentenced to 30 months in prison in August 2015.
15. Hamza Naj Ahmed (Star Tribune, MPR News, FBI)
   a. Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Part of a group of Somali-American youth in Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS abroad in 2014. Boarded a plane at New York’s JFK airport in November 2014 in an attempt to join ISIS abroad, but was removed from the plane by authorities before its departure. Pled guilty in April 2016 to conspiring to provide material support to the group.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   e. Propaganda details: Came to believe that ISIS was “helping the innocent people, similar to government organizations” while watching online ISIS propaganda videos, some of which depicted mass executions of prisoners.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

16. Mohammed Saeed Ahmed (Crown Prosecution Service) [Image – on left]
   a. Type of extremist: Supporter
   b. Citizenship: U.K.
   c. Description: Found to be in possession of illegal terrorist publications and was sentenced to over two years in prison in 2014.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Magazine, Manual
   e. Propaganda details: Authorities found that he and his brother Mohammed Naeem Ahmed were in possession of AQAP’s Inspire magazine and the al-Qaeda Manual—a manual about jihad produced and released by the group.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

17. Mohammed Naeem Ahmed (Crown Prosecution Service) [Image – on right]
   a. Type of extremist: Supporter
b. **Citizenship**: U.K.
c. **Description**: Found to be in possession of illegal terrorist publications and was sentenced to over two years in prison in 2014.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Magazine, Manual
e. **Propaganda details**: Authorities found that he and his brother Mohammed Saeed Ahmed were in possession of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine and the al-Qaeda Manual—a manual about jihad produced and released by the group.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Arrested in January 2017 upon an attempt to board a flight at New York’s JFK airport to Egypt, from where he planned to join al-Shabab in Somalia. Pled guilty to conspiring to murder persons outside of United States on behalf of the group and in 2013, was sentenced to 22 years in prison.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech
e. **Propaganda details**: Watched al-Shabab propaganda videos featuring scenes of attacks with Carlos Eduardo Almonte, who was arrested alongside Alessa for attempting to join the group abroad. Also viewed and listened to audio lectures and videos by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki with Almonte and a FBI undercover operative.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated online?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

19. **Sajmir Alimehmeti** (U.S. Department of Justice, *New York Post*)
   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship**: U.S. (naturalized)
c. **Description**: Arrested in May 2016 on charges of providing material support to ISIS and passport fraud. Sought to facilitate the travel of an undercover FBI operative to Syria, and traveled to the United Kingdom in an effort to join ISIS in Syria himself.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech
e. **Propaganda details**: Played ISIS-produced videos, including beheading and other execution videos, in meetings with FBI undercover operatives. Lectures by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki were also found on his
computer, including ones titled “On the Command of Jihad” and “The Punishment of Those Who Don’t Participate in Jihad.”

f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes


a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Arrested in January 2017 upon an attempt to board a flight at New York’s JFK airport to Egypt, from where he planned to join al-Shabab in Somalia. Pled guilty to conspiring to murder persons outside of United States on behalf of the group and in 2013, was sentenced to 20 years in prison.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech
   a. **Propaganda details**: Watched al-Shabab propaganda videos featuring scenes of attacks with Mohamed Mahmood Alessa, who was arrested alongside Almonte for attempting to join the group abroad. Also viewed and listened to audio lectures and videos by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki with Alessa and a FBI undercover operative.
   e. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
   f. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
g. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

21. **Rakhmat Akilov** (*Diplomat, Express, BBC News, Fox News*) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist**: Terrorist
b. **Citizenship**: Uzbek
c. **Description**: Plowed a truck into a department store in Stockholm, Sweden, on April 7, 2017, in an attack that killed four people.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
   e. **Propaganda details**: Posted ISIS propaganda videos depicting “atrocities” on Facebook, including one that showed the aftermath of the Boston marathon bombing.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Facebook
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

22. **Mohammed Moshin Ameen** (*Crown Prosecution Service 2016, Guardian*) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter, disseminator
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
e. **Description:** Told authorities that he planned to travel to ISIS territory in Syria. Charged with five offenses of encouraging a terrorist act, one offense of disseminating a terrorist publication, and one offense of inviting support for a terrorist organization. Pled guilty and was sentenced to five years in prison in 2016.
c. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
f. **Propaganda details:** Posted an English-language ISIS propaganda video entitled “For the Sake of Allah” on Twitter, which depicted ISIS fighters in combat and featured an English-language nasheed.
d. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Twitter
e. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
f. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
g. **Disseminated?** Yes
h. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist, foreign fighter facilitator
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Pledged allegiance to ISIS, spread ISIS propaganda, facilitated the travel of ISIS recruits, and posted threats to injure U.S. military personnel over Twitter. Authorities suspected that Aziz might be planning to carry out a domestic attack after finding him in possession of high-capacity weapons and ammunition. He pled guilty to charges of providing material support to ISIS and communication of a threat to injure and in December 2017, was sentenced to 13 years in prison.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, News Report
e. **Propaganda details:** Posted ISIS execution videos and news reports from ISIS sources on Twitter.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Twitter
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?** Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

[Image]
a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
c. **Description:** Traveled to Jordan in an attempt to join ISIS in Syria, but was unable to reach Syria. In 2015, was convicted on two counts of preparing terrorist acts and sentenced to six years in prison.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine, Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Searched for the first and second issues of ISIS’s *Dabiq* magazine online, which contain graphic images, as well as for speeches by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

25. **Muhanad Badawi** *(U.S. Department of Justice 2015, CNN, Los Angeles Times)*
a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter, attempted foreign fighter facilitator
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Arrested in May 2015 for attempting to facilitate the travel of Nader Elhuzayel abroad to join ISIS. Also expressed a desire to join ISIS abroad himself. Convicted of a terrorism-related charge in June 2016.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Speech
e. **Propaganda details**: Posted a link to a 2014 speech by ISIS emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi on Twitter.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Twitter
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

26. **Abdirahman Bashir** *(Guardian, MPR News)*
a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Part of a group of Somali-American youth in Minnesota who conspired to travel to join ISIS in 2014. Later became an FBI informant.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech
e. **Propaganda details**: Drove to San Diego with Mohamed Farah and Abdirahman Daud. During the car ride, they watched ISIS propaganda videos and listened to speeches by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki. There was a recording played in court of Bashir and Farah watching and discussing the ISIS propaganda video “Upon [the] Prophetic Methodology,” which shows individuals pledging allegiance to ISIS and mass executions. Reportedly consumed “hours of violent propaganda videos.”
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

27. **Michelle Marie Bastian** *(CBS News, AZCentral, NY Daily News)*
a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted terrorist facilitator
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Sent terrorist publications to husband Thomas Orville Bastian while he was serving a life sentence in prison in order to help him facilitate a terror
attack. The publications included bombing instructions. Arrested in October 2016 on terrorism-related charges. Pled guilty and was sentenced to 8.5 years in prison in June 2017.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine  
e. **Propaganda details:** Sent husband Thomas Orville Bastian articles from ISIS’s *Dabiq* magazine and bomb-making instructions from AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine while he was in jail. He was attempting to plan a bomb attack on the prison warden.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Not determined.  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Yes  
i. **Disseminated?:** Yes  
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist  
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.  
c. **Description:** Serving a life sentence in jail for a 2007 murder conviction. Is an ISIS supporter, according to wife Michelle Marie Bastian. Attempted to plan a bomb attack on the prison warden.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine  
e. **Propaganda details:** Wife Michelle Marie Bastian sent him articles from ISIS’s *Dabiq* magazine and bomb-making instructions from AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine while he was in jail.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Not determined.  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Yes  
i. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.  
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.

29. Ruksana Begum ([Telegraph, BBC News](https://www.telegraph.co.uk/))  
a. **Type of extremist:** Supporter  
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.  
c. **Description:** Convicted in 2012 for possessing material useful to someone preparing an act of terrorism. Sentenced to a month in prison. Her two brothers pled guilty to a domestic terror plot.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine  
e. **Propaganda details:** Had copies of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine on her phone, which contained instructions on remote control detonation, handgun training, and igniting forest fires as well as graphic content.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Yes  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Yes  
i. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

30. John T. Booker (U.S. Department of Justice 2015, CBS News)
   a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Pled guilty in February 2016 to plotting an ISIS-inspired suicide bombing at the U.S. Army base in Fort Riley, Kansas.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   g. Propaganda details: Referenced the ISIS propaganda video “Flames of War,” a 55-minute video depicting captured Syrian soldiers being shot after digging their own graves, in conversations with FBI undercover operatives. Also talked about a video of an American Syrian suicide bomber, “Jihadi Joe.” After watching a video of a suicide bomber, he told an FBI informant that he wanted to “die a shaheed [martyr].”
   e. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   f. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
   g. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   h. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   i. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

31. Abu Uthman al Britani (Middle East Media Research Institute) [Image not determined]
   a. Type of extremist: Foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.K.
   c. Description: Traveled to Syria to join ISIS. Killed fighting in a battle against Assad government forces.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Speech
   e. Propaganda details: Wrote online: “I tend to listen to Anwar Al-Awlaki rahimahullah [may Allah have mercy on him].”
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

32. Terence Brown (Crown Prosecution Service) [Image]
   a. Type of extremist: Supporter
   b. Citizenship: U.K.
   c. Description: Ran a website between 2003 and 2008 through which he sold terrorist publications.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Manual
   h. Propaganda details: One of the publications sold on his website was the al-Qaeda Training Manual—a manual on jihad produced and released by the group.
   e. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
h. **Disseminated?:** Yes
i. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.

33. Barry Walter Bujol Jr. ([U.S. Department of Justice 2012, NBC News](Image))
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter, attempted financier
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Sentenced to 20 years in federal prison in May 2012 after attempting to join and provide financial assistance to AQAP.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Publication
   e. **Propaganda details:** Allegedly exchanged emails with now deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki, who sent him a document that he wrote entitled “42 Ways of Supporting Jihad.”
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.

34. Zachary Chesser ([U.S. Department of Justice 2011, U.S. Senate 2012])
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist facilitator, attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Encouraged jihadists to attack the writers of the television show *South Park* in April 2010 and posted the contact information of individuals online who had joined a Facebook group about drawing the prophet Muhammad. Also attempted to travel abroad to join al-Shabab. Convicted of multiple terrorism-related offenses and sentenced to 25 years in prison in February 2011.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Manual, Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Posted links to the al-Qaeda Manual—a manual about jihad produced and released by the group—online. Also reposted a lecture by now deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki on YouTube in which Awlaki called for the assassination of anyone who defamed the Prophet Muhammad.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** YouTube
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?:** Yes
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.

35. Roshonara Choudhry ([Guardian, Guardian](Image))
   a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** Stabbed British MP Stephen Timms in 2010 in an alleged attempt to murder him. Sentenced to life in prison.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Downloaded the “full set” of lectures by now deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki. Stated that she had been radicalized by his lectures.
36. Dayne Atani Christian (U.S. Department of Justice 2016)
a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter, attempted foreign fighter facilitator
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Provided firearms and training to Gregory Hubbard and an FBI undercover operative who told him that they intended to travel to Syria to join ISIS. Expressed a desire to join ISIS himself. Arrested in July 2016 on charges of illegal firearm possession and conspiracy to provide material support to ISIS.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech, Speech (text)
e. **Propaganda details:** Discussed an ISIS beheading video with Gregory Hubbard, and mentioned a video in which ISIS members crushed an individual’s skull with a large rock. Quoted a speech by ISIS emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and sent via text message an audio recording released by former ISIS spokesman Muhammad al-Adnani, as well as links to its transcription in English and Arabic. Both statements advocated targeting civilians in the West. Also allegedly radicalized an acquaintance by having him watch lectures and sermons by the now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki. Stated that “any Muslim of sanity would follow Awlaki’s guidance” in a reply to a text message that linked to an Awlaki lecture video encouraging violent jihad.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?:** Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Yes

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter facilitator
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Put a foreign individual in contact with an ISIS facilitator in 2014 in an attempt to facilitate the individual’s travel to join ISIS abroad. Charge with making false statements in an international terrorism investigation, pled guilty, and was sentenced to 4.5 years in prison in May 2015.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
e. **Propaganda details:** Acknowledged that she had viewed videos online of ISIS beheadings.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.
38. Shannon Maureen Conley (U.S. Department of Justice 2014, Denver Channel, CNN)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Arrested at Denver International Airport in April 2014 en route to Turkey, where she planned to await further instructions from a male ISIS contact in Syria. Convicted and sentenced to four years in prison on charges of conspiring to support ISIS.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Owned DVDs of lectures given by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

39. Martin Couture-Rouleau (CBC News) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** Canadian
   c. **Description:** Carried out October 2014 car attack in Quebec that killed a Canadian soldier and injured one other.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Posted a propaganda video featuring the ISIS logo on Facebook.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Facebook
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Yes
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Arrested in August 2015 after attempting to travel to ISIS-controlled territory with fiancée Jaelyn Young. Pled guilty to conspiring to provide material support to ISIS and was sentenced to eight years in prison in August 2016.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Watched videos with Young that showed ISIS members helping people in Syria and Iraq. One video showed an ISIS member throwing a man off the roof of a building. Stated that he was misled by the propaganda videos, and reportedly changed his mind about ISIS after watching TV coverage of the group while jailed. Also stated that the “humanitarian” activities portrayed in the video especially stuck out to him.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

41. **Adam Dandach** (U.S. Department of Justice 2016, Associated Press, ABC7 News)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Arrested in 2014 before an attempt to travel to Syria to join ISIS. Pled guilty to attempting to provide material support to ISIS and was sentenced to 15 years in prison in July 2016.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
e. **Propaganda details:** Had videos of ISIS beheadings on his cell phone. Posted them online, according to prosecutors.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

42. **Adel Daoud** (U.S. Department of Justice 2012, U.S. Department of Justice 2013, Reuters, Chicago Sun-Times, Chicago Recorder)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Pressed the detonator on a fake car bomb that he believed would destroy a bar in downtown Chicago. Arrested in September 2012 on charges of attempting to use a weapon of mass destruction and attempting to destroy a building with an explosive.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech, Publication
e. **Propaganda details:** Sent attempted foreign fighter Abdella Ahmad Tounisi a link to an interview on YouTube with now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki. Sent other individuals videos of Awlaki’s lectures, and an Awlaki publication wrote titled “44 ways to support jihad.” Viewed an Awlaki lecture video titled “Martyrdom Operations or Suicide Bombings! By Shk Anwar AlAwlaki,” which aims to justify suicide bombings.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** YouTube
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

43. **Abdurahman Yasin Daud** (MPR News, FBI, MPR News, Complex)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Part of a group of Somali-American youth from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS in Syria. Arrested in April 2015 and charged with conspiring to provide material support to the group. Pled guilty and in November 2016, was sentenced to 30 years in prison.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Drove to San Diego with Mohamed Farah and Abdirahman Bashir, two other Somali-American youth from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS in Syria. During the car ride, they watched ISIS propaganda videos and listened to speeches by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

44. Aine Davis ([Telegraph, ITV News, Guardian](#)) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** Arrested in Istanbul in November 2015 after living in Syria and fighting on behalf of ISIS. Convicted of terrorism charges and sentenced to seven and a half years in prison in May 2017.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Authorities found lectures given by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki on his iPod when they searched his London home.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

45. Miguel Moran Diaz ([U.S. Department of Justice 2015, FBI](#))
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** Cuban
   c. **Description:** Sought to carry out a terror attack on U.S. soil. Pled guilty to possession of a firearm as a felon and in July 2015, was sentenced to 10 years in prison.
a. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine
b. **Propaganda details:** Viewed AQAP’s *Inspire* on his cell phone and showed an FBI undercover informant detailed instructions from the magazine on how to build a bomb.
c. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
d. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
e. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Yes
f. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
46. Tariq al-Daour (Crown Prosecution Service, Guardian) [Image]
   a. Type of extremist: Recruiter
   b. Citizenship: U.K.
   c. Description: Distributed extremist material online originally published by al-Qaeda in Iraq intended to incite and recruit suicide bombers. Charged with inciting another person to commit and act of terrorism and pled guilty in 2007. Sentenced to over six years in prison.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   e. Propaganda details: The material, which was originally published by al-Qaeda in Iraq, included video footage of beheadings and terror attacks.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Yes
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

   a. Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Arrested in March 2015 before attempting to fly to Cairo from Chicago’s Midway International Airport to join ISIS abroad. Pled guilty in December 2015 to conspiring to provide material support to the group and in September 2016, was sentenced to 30 years in prison.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Speech
   e. Propaganda details: Informed a FBI undercover operative that he had been watching ISIS videos. Posted a link on Facebook to a pro-ISIS YouTube video called “Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi- What is Terrorism,” which features audio from a speech given by ISIS emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: YouTube, Facebook
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Yes
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

   a. Type of extremist: Foreign fighter facilitator
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Convicted in January 2017 of helping Samy el-Goarany travel abroad to join ISIS.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   e. Propaganda details: Sent foreign fighter Samy el-Goarany a documentary on life in the Islamic State that outlined the type of training ISIS provides.
g. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.

h. Disseminated?: Yes

i. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.


a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist
b. Citizenship: U.S.
c. Description: Pled guilty in March 2016 to attempting to provide material support to ISIS. Pledged support to ISIS and tried to convince others to join the group. Expressed his desire to carry out a terrorist attack in the United States and bought a firearm. Attempted to produce a propaganda video for ISIS.
d. Propaganda type(s): Video
e. Propaganda details: Told a FBI undercover operative that ISIS released a new video, and showed an operative a video of ISIS members praising the group’s online supporters. A FBI undercover operative also sent him a link to an ISIS video on YouTube.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: YouTube
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

50. Mufid Elfgeeh (U.S. Department of Justice 2015, U.S. Department of Justice 2016)

a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist, attempted foreign fighter facilitator
b. Citizenship: U.S.
c. Description: Purchased firearms with the intent to carry out violent domestic attacks against U.S. military servicemen. Also sought to facilitate the travel of jihadists to Syria. Sentenced to over 22 years in prison in March 2016 for attempting to provide material support to ISIS.
d. Propaganda type(s): Video
e. Propaganda details: Sent a text to an individual containing a link to an ISIS propaganda video, and posted an ISIS propaganda video on an individual’s Facebook page. Both were recruitment videos, and one depicted an ISIS attack on a police barracks in Iraq.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: Facebook
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
i. Disseminated?: Yes
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.


a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist, attempted foreign fighter
b. Citizenship: U.S.
52. Christian Emde (Crown Prosecution Service 2012) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist:** Supporter
b. **Citizenship:** German
c. **Description:** Detained in the United Kingdom and found to be in possession of terrorist publications.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine
e. **Propaganda details:** Had four issues of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine on his laptop.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.


a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Part of a group of Somali-American youth from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS in Syria. Charged in April 2015 for conspiring to provide material support to ISIS. Pled guilty and in November 2016, was sentenced to 10 years in prison.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
e. **Propaganda details:** Watched “at least 100” ISIS propaganda videos on YouTube, including some which showed atrocities committed by the Syrian government on civilians.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** YouTube
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Yes

54. Mohamed Abdihamad Farah (Guardian, MPR News, MPR News, Voice of America)

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Part of a group of Somali-American youth from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS in Syria. Charged with conspiring to provide material support to the group in April 2015. Convicted in November 2016 and sentenced to 30 years in prison.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Drove to San Diego with Abdirahman Daud and Abdirahman Bashir, two other Somali-American youth from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS in Syria. During the car ride, they watched ISIS propaganda videos and listened to speeches by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki. There was a recording played in court of Bashir and Mohamed Abdihamad Farah watching and discussing the ISIS propaganda video “Upon [the] Prophetic Methodology,” which shows individuals pledging allegiance to ISIS and mass executions. Allegedly showed others videos on his iPad that depicted bombings in Syria.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

55. **Muhanad Mahmoud Al Farekh** (U.S. Department of Justice 2015, Newsday) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist:** Foreign fighter, terrorist facilitator

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Traveled to Pakistan in March 2007, where he joined al-Qaeda and assisted in the construction of explosive devices used in an attack against a U.S. military base in Afghanistan. Extradited to the United States in April 2015, where he was arrested for conspiring to provide material support to terrorists.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** “Frequently viewed” lectures given by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki online with other students at the University of Manitoba.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

56. **Syed Rizwan Farook** (U.S. Department of Justice 2015, New Yorker, Yahoo News)

a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Along with his wife Tashfeen Malik, carried out the December 2, 2015 shooting in San Bernardino, California, which killed 14 people. Also planned numerous terror attacks with Enrique Marquez Jr. in 2011 and 2012.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine, Speech
57. Joseph Hassan Farrokh (Loudon Times-Mirror, U.S. Department of Justice 2016) [Image not determined]
   a. Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Arrested in January 2015 before boarding a plane to travel abroad and join ISIS in Syria. Convicted of attempting to provide material support to ISIS and sentenced to 8.5 years in prison in July 2016.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   e. Propaganda details: Wrote that he began watching ISIS propaganda videos in 2015, and that they “showed a sense of community and brotherhood, something which [he] always craved.”
   g. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   h. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   i. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

58. Ardit Ferizi (U.S. Department of Justice 2016, U.S. Department of Justice 2016) [Image]
   a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist facilitator
   b. Citizenship: Kosovar
   c. Description: Sent a document containing the personal information of about 1,300 U.S. military and government personnel to a known ISIS recruiter and facilitator. Detained in Malaysia in October 2015 and extradited to the United States, where he was charged with providing material support to ISIS. Pled guilty and was sentenced to 20 years in prison in September 2016.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video, Magazine
   e. Propaganda details: Administered a website that hosted violent ISIS videos and the group’s Dabiq magazine. Defended the violent actions in the videos to others via online communications.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
   h. Accessed propaganda containing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Yes
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist, attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Spoke of his desire both to join ISIS abroad and to attack military targets in the United States. Pled guilty to charges of illegal weapons possession and in January 2017, was sentenced to six years in prison for illegal firearm possession.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Stated that those who oppose ISIS end up “like the people you see on the videos with their head on the ground.”
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

60. Sebastian Gregerson (Reuters) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Arrested in August 2016 after discussing plans to attack buildings and law enforcement using explosive devices. Charged with illegal purchase of explosives.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Owned CDs with now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki’s name on them.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Posted and sent online messages in February 2017 indicating that he would carry out a domestic terror attack. Found to be in possession of an assault rifle and ammunition. Charged with transmitting a threat to injure another.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine
   e. **Propaganda details:** Indicated that he read ISIS’s propaganda magazine *Dabiq* when he stated in a Facebook comment, “The FBI will understand I was only reading Dabiq for the pictures, right?”
   f. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
g. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
h. Disseminated?: Not determined.
i. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

62. Samy El-Goarany (U.S. Department of Justice 2017)
   a. Type of extremist: Foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Traveled to the Middle East in January 2015. Died in November 2015 while fighting on behalf of ISIS in Syria.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   e. Propaganda details: Mohammed El Gammal sent El-Goarany a documentary on life in the Islamic State that outlined the type of training that ISIS provides.
   g. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   h. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   i. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

63. Numan Haider (Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Guardian) [Image]
   a. Type of extremist: Terrorist
   b. Citizenship: Australian
   c. Description: Shot dead after attacking two police officers in Endeavour Hills, Australia, on September 23, 2013.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   e. Propaganda details: Investigators found that he had accessed violent ISIS videos of beheadings and executions on his phone.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

64. Ahmed Halane (BBC News, BBC News)
   a. Type of extremist: Foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.K.
   c. Description: Traveled abroad to fight in Syria with ISIS and Somalia with al-Shabab in 2013.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Speech
   e. Propaganda details: Reportedly radicalized by listening to lectures by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki online.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.
65. Abdul Hamid (Crown Prosecution Service, Express) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Disseminator
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** Arrested in February 2016 on the suspicion of disseminating a terrorist publication. Pled guilty to the charge and in December 2016 and was sentenced to two years in prison.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Posted the ISIS propaganda video “No Respite”—which celebrates ISIS’s military success and taunts Western leaders and soldiers—on Facebook twice.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Facebook
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

66. Tarik Hassane (Sun, Daily Mail) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** Attempted to carry out a ISIS-directed plot to kill British police and soldiers in drive-by shootings in 2014. He identified Shepherd’s Bush police station and the Parachute Regiment Territorial Army Barracks at White City as possible targets. Sentenced to life in prison in April 2016.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Urged his followers on Ask.fm to listen to speeches by the now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

67. Mohammed Hasseen (Crown Prosecution Service) [Image – top right of the six]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** Made detailed plans for a domestic terror attack in June 2012. Pled guilty to an offense of preparing acts of terrorism and was sentenced to over 18 years in prison.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine
   e. **Propaganda details:** Authorities found the issue of AQAP’s Inspire magazine with instructions on how to make a pipe bomb on his computer. The issue also includes graphic content.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Yes
i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

68. Mohamed Hasnath ([Crown Prosecution Service](https://www.cps.gov.uk/)) [Image – on right]
a. **Type of extremist:** Supporter
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
c. **Description:** Arrested in October 2011 for the possession of information useful to a terrorist.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine
e. **Propaganda details:** Found to be in possession of a laptop and USB drive that contained a total of seven issues of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

69. Rowaida El-Hassan ([BBC News](https://www.bbc.com/), [BBC News](https://www.bbc.com/), [Guardian](https://www.theguardian.com/), [Derby Telegraph](https://www.derbytelegraph.co.uk/), [Derby Telegraph](https://www.derbytelegraph.co.uk/))
a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
c. **Description:** Between November 2015 and December 2016, attempted to help Munir Mohammed build explosives in preparation for a domestic terror attack.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
e. **Propaganda details:** Munir Mohammed sent her links to ISIS videos via WhatsApp and Facebook. Some of the videos depicted beheadings, suicide bombings, and children conducting executions.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** WhatsApp, Facebook
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

70. Malcolm Hodges ([Crown Prosecution Service](https://www.cps.gov.uk/)) [Image]
a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist facilitator
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
c. **Description:** Sent a letter to several businesses praising the actions of Islamic extremists and giving specific advice on how to conduct a domestic terror attack, including the names of individuals to target. Charged with an offense of encouraging terrorism, pled guilty, and was sentenced to 3 years in prison in 2015.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine
e. **Propaganda details:** Had several copies of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine on his electronic devices.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

71. **Ramiz Zijad Hodzic** *(U.S. Department of Justice 2015, Los Angeles Times, St. Louis Post-Dispatch)*
   a. **Type of extremist:** Financier, Supporter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S. (naturalized)
c. **Description:** Sent funds and supplies to foreign fighters for ISIS and the Nusra Front. Arrested on charges of material support and pled guilty in February 2015.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
e. **Propaganda details:** Told a co-conspirator that he watched ISIS beheading and combat videos.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

72. **Zulfi Hoxha** *(Atlantic)* [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Left the United States in April 2015 to join ISIS in Syria. His travel was facilitated by David Daoud Wright and Usamaah Abdullah Rahim. Became a senior commander for ISIS and has featured in at least one ISIS propaganda video himself.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Magazine
e. **Propaganda details:** Shared the ISIS propaganda magazine *Dabiq* and ISIS propaganda videos, including one depicting a Jordanian pilot being burned alive with David Daoud Wright on Skype and Paltalk messenger before departing for Syria.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Paltalk, Skype
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

73. **Gregory Hubbard** *(U.S. Department of Justice 2016, U.S. Department of Justice 2016)*
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Arrested on July 21, 2016 at the Miami International Airport before his intended departure to Syria. Charged with conspiring to provide material support to ISIS.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech  
e. **Propaganda details:** Discussed an ISIS video of a beheading with Dayne Atani Christian that he said that he also showed to an FBI undercover operative, as well as a video that depicted ISIS members crushing an individual’s skull with a large rock. Also received and forwarded a text message containing an audio recording of a speech released by former ISIS spokesman Abu Muhammad al-Adnani that advocated for attacks on civilians in the West. Played a lecture by the now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki on his cell phone in the presence of an FBI undercover operative, and sent a group text message containing a link to an Awlaki lecture video encouraging violent jihad.  
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.  
i. **Disseminated?** Yes  
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes  

74. Ferid Imam  

*Globe and Mail, Newsday*  

[Image]  
a. **Type of extremist:** Foreign fighter  
b. **Citizenship:** Canadian  
c. **Description:** Traveled to Pakistan in March 2007, where he joined al-Qaeda and reportedly became a training instructor.  
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech  
e. **Propaganda details:** “Frequently viewed” lectures given by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki online with other students at the University of Manitoba.  
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.  
i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.  
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

75. Kazi Islam  

*Crown Prosecution Service, BBC News*  

[Image]  
a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist  
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.  
c. **Description:** Attempted to purchase chemicals in order to build a bomb. Wanted to carry out a terror attack targeting British soldiers. Convicted of preparing terrorist acts on April 29, 2015, and sentenced to eight years in a young offenders’ institution.  
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine  
e. **Propaganda details:** Accessed websites that had radical publications, including AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine.  
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.  
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.  
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
76. Ismail Jabbar (*Daily Mail, Yahoo News, Telegraph*) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** Traveled to Syria in 2013. Believed to be fighting with ISIS there.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Wrote in an Ask.fm post that he listened to speeches by the now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

77. Robert Blake Jackson (*U.S. Department of Justice 2016, U.S. Department of Justice*) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Supporter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Expressed support for ISIS on social media since 2014. Arrested in July 2016. Charged for making false statements about his support for ISIS and sentenced to 3 years in prison in January 2017.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Magazine
   e. **Propaganda details:** Another individual posted the ISIS propaganda video “Flames of War”—a 55-minute video depicting Syrian soldiers being shot after digging their own graves, among other scenes—on Jackson’s public Facebook wall. Also was fired from his job for viewing ISIS videos on a work computer. Authorities found the fourteenth edition of ISIS’s *Dabiq* magazine, which contains graphic content, on his electronic tablet.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Facebook
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

78. Mohamed Bailor Jalloh (*U.S. Department of Justice 2016*)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist, attempted financier
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Pled guilty in October 2016 to attempting to provide material support to ISIS. Attempted to assist in the procurement of weapons and money to be used in domestic terrorist plots.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Listened to lectures by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki online while serving in the U.S. National Guard.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda**: Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others**: Not determined.

79. Mustakim Jaman ([News (Portsmouth), BBC News](#))[Image]

a. **Type of extremist**: Foreign fighter facilitator, attempted foreign fighter attempted financier

b. **Citizenship**: U.K.

c. **Description**: Facilitated and funded the travel of five men to Syria to join ISIS. Also made plans to travel there and become a foreign fighter himself. Sentenced to six years in prison in November 2015.

d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Speech

e. **Propaganda details**: Allegedly found to be in possession of speeches by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda**: Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others**: Not determined.

80. Mohamed Jarmoune ([European Foundation for Democracy, Libero Quotidiano](#))[Image]

a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted terrorist

b. **Citizenship**: Italian

c. **Description**: Italian jihadist arrested in March 2012 and convicted of planning domestic attacks targeting Milan’s Jewish community.

d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Publication

e. **Propaganda details**: Posted materials by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki online, and even translated Awlaki’s “44 Ways to Support Jihad” into Italian.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda**: Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated**: Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others**: Not determined.

81. Jamshed Javeed ([Telegraph, Daily Mail](#))[Image]

a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship**: U.K.

c. **Description**: Sentenced to six years in prison in 2015 for preparing to join ISIS along with six other men from Manchester, England. Thwarted in his attempt to join ISIS in Syria by his wife who hid his passport.

d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Reportedly inspired by the sermons of now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

82. Joseph D. Jones (*U.S. Department of Justice 2017*) [Image — on left]

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter facilitator

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Attempted to help a FBI undercover operative travel overseas to join ISIS. Pledged allegiance to ISIS. Charged with conspiracy to provide material support to the group in April 2017.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Watched and discussed ISIS propaganda videos with Edward Schimenti and an FBI undercover operative, including “Flames of War”—a 55-minute video depicting Syrian soldiers being shot after digging their own graves, among other scenes. Sent ISIS execution and beheading videos to the FBI operative. Had videos—including a speech by ISIS emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and execution videos—on his phone. Shared ISIS videos on Google Plus, including another Baghdadi audio message published by ISIS’s al-Furqan Media, and a video called “Some of the Deadly Stabbing Ways: Do not Forget to Poison the Knife,” which illustrates lethal stabbing techniques, produced by ISIS’s Ajnad Foundation for Media Production.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Google Plus

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Yes

i. **Disseminated?** Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

83. Mohammed Kahar (*Crown Prosecution Service*) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter, Disseminator

b. **Citizenship:** U.K.

c. **Description:** Propagated a large amount of extremist material online, and was arrested in March 2015 for disseminating terrorist publications. An investigation found that he had communicated with ISIS fighters online, seeking advice on traveling to Syria. Convicted of multiple terrorism-related offenses in November 2015 and sentenced to 5 years in prison.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Magazine

e. **Propaganda details:** Posted ISIS propaganda on social media, including the fifth issue of the ISIS propaganda magazine *Dabiq*, the videos “What are you waiting for?”—in which foreign fighters call upon supporters to join ISIS abroad, and “ISIS Missbraucht Kinder”—which shows children training to be ISIS fighters.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Facebook
84. Ikaika Erik Kang (*U.S. Department of Justice 2017*, *U.S. Department of Justice 2017, Task and Purpose*)

- **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
- **Citizenship:** U.S.
- **Description:** Provided classified military information, training, and military equipment to undercover FBI operatives he believed were affiliated with ISIS. Arrested and charged in July 2017 with attempting to provide material support to ISIS. Also reportedly wanted to attack military barracks as a suicide bomber.
- **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Magazine
- **Propaganda details:** Played violent ISIS propaganda videos, including videos of beheadings, for an undercover FBI operative. Authorities also found 13 issues of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine on his hard drive, including the eighth and fourteenth issues, which include graphic content and instructions on handgun use, remote control detonation, and designing a hand grenade.
- **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
- **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
- **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
- **Disseminated?** Not determined.
- **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

85. **Abdul Malik Abdul Kareem** (*Fox News, U.S. Department of Justice 2017*)

- **Type of extremist:** Terrorist facilitator
- **Citizenship:** U.S.
- **Description:** Helped to plot and facilitate the gun attack on the “Draw Muhammad” cartoon contest in Garland, Texas, that was carried out by Elton Simpson and Nadir Soofi on May 3, 2015. Convicted of providing material support to ISIS in March 2016, and sentenced to 30 years in prison in 2017.
- **Propaganda type(s):** Video
- **Propaganda details:** Watched ISIS propaganda videos alongside Nadir Soofi and Elton Simpson, the perpetrators of the attack in Garland.
- **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
- **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
- **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
- **Disseminated?** Not determined.
- **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

86. **Zafreen Khadam** (*Crown Prosecution Service, Telegraph*)

- **Type of extremist:** Disseminator
- **Citizenship:** U.K.
c. **Description:** Convicted of ten counts of disseminating terrorist material and sentenced to four and a half years in prison in May 2016.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Magazine

l. **Propaganda details:** Tweeted a link to the first seven issues of the ISIS propaganda magazine *Dabiq*, as well as an ISIS video showing the military training of children. Also sent a message on WhatsApp featuring an ISIS video depicting the burning of a Jordanian pilot, and shared other ISIS execution videos on social media.

e. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Twitter, WhatsApp

f. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
g. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
h. **Disseminated?** Yes

i. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

87. Kalid Khaliq ([Crown Prosecution Service](https://www.cps.gov.uk/))

  a. **Type of extremist:** Supporter
  b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
  c. **Description:** Convicted and sentenced to 16 months in prison in 2008 due to his possession of a terrorist publication.
  d. **Propaganda type(s):** Manual
  e. **Propaganda details:** Authorities found him to be in possession of the al-Qaeda Training Manual—a manual about jihad produced and released by the group.
  f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
  g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
  h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
  i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
  j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.


  a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
  b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
  c. **Description:** Arrived in Istanbul allegedly en route to join ISIS in Syria. He returned to Texas on instructions from his parents and was charged with conspiring to support ISIS in March 2015.
  d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
  e. **Propaganda details:** Sent a YouTube video to an individual featuring speeches and commentary from now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
  f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** YouTube
  g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
  h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
  i. **Disseminated?** Yes
  j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

89. Ihsas Khan ([Sydney Morning Herald, Australian Broadcasting Corporation](https://www.abc.net.au))

  a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist
b. **Citizenship:** Australian

c. **Description:** Stabbed a man in September 2016 in an ISIS-inspired attack. Charged with committing a terrorist attack and with attempted murder.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine

e. **Propaganda details:** Authorities found a copy of the ISIS magazine *Dabiq* on his computer.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

---

90. **Junead Khan** (*Crown Prosecution Service, NBC News*) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter, attempted terrorist

b. **Citizenship:** U.K.

c. **Description:** Attempted to travel with his uncle to join ISIS in Syria multiple times in 2014 and 2015. Also attempted to plot a domestic bombing attack. Charged with preparing terrorist acts and in April 2016 convicted and sentenced to a minimum of 12 years in prison.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine

e. **Propaganda details:** Authorities found that he possessed bomb-making instructions from AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

---

91. **Mohamed Khweis** (*U.S. Department of Justice 2016, U.S. Department of Justice 2017*)

a. **Type of extremist:** Foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Traveled to Syria to join ISIS in December 2015. Detained by Kurdish Peshmerga forces in March 2016 after spending over two months living as an ISIS fighter. Sentenced to 20 years in prison in October 2017 for providing material support to ISIS.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Stated that he frequently watched videos produced by ISIS on his phone. The videos depicted ISIS members conducting terrorist operations and carrying out executions, including the burning of a Jordanian pilot. Also stated that he watched speeches given by ISIS emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi before leaving for Syria.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
92. Mohammed Kiad (*Australian, Australian Broadcasting Company, Sydney Morning Herald*) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** Australian (legal resident)
   c. **Description:** Plotted to attack random members of the public with a knife or machete with Omar al-Kutobi. Arrested in February 2015 and in December 2016, was sentenced to 20 years in prison.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Was watching a propaganda video with Omar al-Kutobi depicting the burning of a Jordanian pilot when police entered the residence to arrest them.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

93. Osama Kravem (*Agence France-Presse, Guardian*)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist facilitator
   b. **Citizenship:** Swedish
   c. **Description:** Swedish national charged in connection with the March 2016 Brussels bombings as well as the November 2015 Paris attacks. His fingerprints were found at homes used to plot the attacks.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Reportedly inspired by the sermons of now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

94. Omar al-Kutobi (*Australian, Australian Broadcasting Company, Sydney Morning Herald*) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** Australian (naturalized)
   c. **Description:** Plotted to attack random members of the public with a knife or machete with Mohamed Kiad. Arrested in February 2015 and in December 2016, was sentenced to 20 years in prison.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Was watching a propaganda video with Mohammed Kiad depicting the burning of a Jordanian pilot when police entered the residence to arrest them.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

95. Najim Laachraoui (CNN)
   a. Type of extremist: Terrorist
   b. Citizenship: Belgian
   c. Description: One of two suicide bombers in the March 22, 2016 terror attack in Brussels, Belgium, that killed 32 people and wounded over 300.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Speech
   e. Propaganda details: Laptop contained audio tapes by Osama bin Laden and former AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

96. Mohamed Lahouaijej-Bouhlel (BBC News, Independent, Al Jazeera, Huffington Post)
   a. Type of extremist: Terrorist
   b. Citizenship: French (legal resident)
   c. Description: Carried out the truck attack in Nice, France, on Bastille Day 2016 that killed 86 and injured more than 400.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   e. Propaganda details: Showed friends an ISIS beheading video on his cell phone.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

97. Jason Michael Ludke (U.S. Department of Justice 2016) [Image – on left]
   a. Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Attempted to travel to Mexico, from where he intended to travel to Syria to join ISIS. Charged with attempting to provide material support to a terrorist organization in 2016.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Speech
   e. Propaganda details: Watched online videos of speeches by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki, according to himself and co-conspirator Yosvany Padilla-Conde.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.


   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted terrorist

   b. **Citizenship**: U.S.

   m. **Description**: Charged in December 2015 with attempting to provide material support to ISIS after allegedly plotting a machete attack on diners at a New York restaurant. Convicted and sentenced to 20 years in prison in January 2017.

   c. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech, Speech (text), Nasheed, Magazine

   d. **Propaganda details**: Purported Google Plus account features text of a speech by ISIS emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, lecture videos by now-deceased AQAP propagandist Anwar al-Awlaki, nasheeds produced by ISIS’s al-Hayat media center, a video of captured British journalist John Cantlie in Mosul, and screenshots of ISIS beheading videos. Reportedly posted ISIS videos on Facebook and watched them on YouTube. Had all of the issues of AQAP’s propaganda magazine *Inspire* that were released before his December 2015 arrest on his computer, some of which include graphic content and instructions on constructing bombs and conducting terror attacks.

   e. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Google Plus, Facebook, YouTube

   f. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes

   g. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Yes

   h. **Disseminated?**: Yes

   i. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

99. Ednane Mahmood ([Crown Prosecution Service](https://www.cps.gov.uk), [Daily Mail](https://www.dailymail.co.uk), [Daily Mail](https://www.dailymail.co.uk), BBC News]

   [Image]

   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter

   b. **Citizenship**: U.K.

   c. **Description**: Traveled to Turkey in September 2014 intending to enter Syria and join ISIS, but returned to the United Kingdom when he was unable to enter Syria. Convicted of terrorism charges in November 2015, and was subsequently sentenced to four and a half years in prison.

   d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech

   e. **Propaganda details**: Watched ISIS beheading videos on his electronic devices. Posted ISIS videos showing executions and suicide bombers on Facebook. Also sent a lecture by the now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki titled “The Dust Will Never Settle Down” to his university friend. The lecture urged the killing of any individual who defamed the Prophet Muhammad.

   f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Facebook

   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes

   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes  
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter  
   b. **Citizenship**: U.S.  
   c. **Description**: Pled guilty in February 2017 to purchasing and supplying firearms used by Syed Farook and Tashfeen Malik in the December 2, 2015 San Bernardino shooting, and to planning numerous terror attacks with Farook in 2011 and 2012.
   d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Magazine, Publication, Speech  
   e. **Propaganda details**: Watched al-Shabab videos, reviewed “The Defense of Muslim Lands”—a publication that calls for jihad—by al-Qaeda founder Abdullah Azzam, and reported that he reviewed the bomb-making instructions in AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine along with Syed Farook. Farook also introduced him to sermons by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki, which he listened to Awlaki’s in 2010-2011.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Yes
   i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted terrorist  
   b. **Citizenship**: U.S.  
   c. **Description**: Attempted to bomb an armed forces recruiting station in Catonsville, Maryland. Arrested and charged in November 2011 and in February 2012, pled guilty to conspiring to solicit murder and make threatening communications.
   d. **Propaganda type**: Video  
   e. **Propaganda details**: Watched a video of Osama bin Laden.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

102. **Shaker Masri** (U.S. Department of Justice 2010, FBI, *NY Daily News*) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter  
   b. **Citizenship**: U.S.  
   c. **Description**: Pled guilty to planning to travel to Somalia in 2010 to join al-Shabab.
   d. **Propaganda type**: Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Showed an FBI undercover operative speeches given by al-Qaeda leaders.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes


a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Carried out shooting at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Florida, on June 12, 2016, that killed 49 people.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Electronic devices showed that he watched videos of ISIS beheadings. Additionally, his wife, Noor Salman, stated that she saw him watching ISIS recruitment videos with their son. Also told someone at his mosque that he listened to lectures by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

104. **Terrence McNeil** (U.S. Department of Justice 2015, USA Today, U.S. Department of Justice 2017, Guardian) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist facilitator

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Distributed ISIS kill lists featuring names of U.S. soldiers. Arrested in November 2015. In April 2017, pled guilty to five counts of solicitation to commit a crime and five counts of making threatening communications.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Posted a link on Facebook to an ISIS video depicting the execution of James Foley. The video was hosted on LiveLeak. Also operated a Tumblr blog at https://abu-fil.tumblr.com (now suspended), where he often posted sermons by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Facebook, LiveLeak, Tumblr

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

105. **Ibrahim Zubair Mohammed** (U.S. Department of Justice 2015)

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted financier
b. **Citizenship**: U.S. (permanent resident)
c. **Description**: Conspired with brother Yahya Farooq Mohammed to provide funds to now-deceased AQAP propagandist Anwar al-Awlaki.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech (text)
e. **Propaganda details**: Sent email to Mohammed containing a link to an official Taliban video called “Taliban Mujahideen: Fighting in Helmand and the Aftermath,” which depicts a Taliban ambush of a military convoy in Afghanistan. Also accessed a document containing the transcript of an interview of a Taliban commander conducted by al-Qaeda’s As-Sahab media wing.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

106. **Munir Mohammed** (BBC News, BBC News, Guardian, Derby Telegraph, Derby Telegraph)
   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship**: U.K. (asylum)
   n. **Description**: Attempted to build explosives with Rowaida El-Hassan in preparation for a domestic terror attack in the United Kingdom. Arrested in December 2017 on a charge of preparing terrorist acts.
c. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
   o. **Propaganda details**: Sent girlfriend Rowaida El-Hassan links to ISIS videos via WhatsApp and Facebook. Some of the videos depicted beheadings, suicide bombings, and children conducting executions. Also accessed a 30-minute ISIS propaganda video featuring instructions on knife tactics and on bomb-making.
d. **Platform used to access propaganda**: WhatsApp, Facebook
e. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
f. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Yes
g. **Disseminated?**: Yes
h. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

107. **Yahya Farooq Mohammed** (U.S. Department of Justice 2015, Toledo Blade)
   a. **Type of extremist**: Suspected financier
   b. **Citizenship**: U.S. (permanent resident)
   c. **Description**: Allegedly traveled to Yemen in 2009 to deliver funds to now-deceased AQAP propagandist Anwar al-Awlaki.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
e. **Propaganda details**: Received email from brother Ibrahim containing a link to an official Taliban video called “Taliban Mujahideen: Fighting in Helmand and the Aftermath,” which depicts a Taliban ambush of a military convoy in Afghanistan.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.


a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted terrorist facilitator

b. **Citizenship**: U.S.

c. **Description**: Encouraged jihadists to attack the writers of the television show *South Park* in April 2010. Sentenced to over 11 years in prison for terrorism-related charges but was released in February 2015 after cooperating with authorities in counter-terrorism operations.

d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Speech

e. **Propaganda details**: Founded the website “Revolution Muslim,” where he posted speeches by the now-deceased AQAP recruiter al-Awlaki that justified the killing of those who insult the Prophet Muhammad.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.


a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship**: U.S.

c. **Description**: Arrested at New York’s JFK airport after traveling to Lebanon and Turkey in the hopes of joining ISIS in Syria. Sentenced to 20 years in prison in May 2015 for attempting to provide material support to ISIS.

d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video

e. **Propaganda details**: Reportedly retweeted a video of ISIS emir Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Twitter

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.


a. **Type of extremist**: Recruiter

b. **Citizenship**: U.K.

c. **Description**: Published extremist material online originally published by al-Qaeda in Iraq intended to incite and recruit suicide bombers. Charged with inciting another person to commit and act of terrorism and pled guilty in 2007. Sentenced to over six years in prison.

d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
e. **Propaganda details:** The material, which was originally published by al-Qaeda in Iraq, included video footage of beheadings and terror attacks.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

111. Sultan Muhammad (Crown Prosecution Service) [Image – on right]

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist facilitator

b. **Citizenship:** U.K.

c. **Description:** Arrested in 2008 and convicted for possessing terrorist publications. Also found to have created a document intended to assist others in carrying out terrorist attacks. Sentenced to 10 years in prison.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video

e. **Propaganda details:** Found to be in possession of videos released by al-Qaeda intended to promote the group’s cause.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

112. Hassan Munir (Crown Prosecution Service) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist:** Disseminator

b. **Citizenship:** U.K.

c. **Description:** Pled guilty to an offense of disseminating terrorist publications and sentenced to 18 months in prison in 2016.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Text

e. **Propaganda details:** Posted a link to the fourth issue of the ISIS magazine *Dabiq*, which includes graphic content, on Facebook.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Facebook

[g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes]

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.


a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Arrested in June 2016 after boarding a bus to New York in an attempt to travel abroad and join ISIS in Libya. Charged with providing material support to the group.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Magazine, Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Communicated with an ISIS member online who indicated that he would upload an ISIS propaganda video for Musleh. Sent an ISIS video depicting fighters in combat to someone on social media, and expressed a desire to be in an ISIS propaganda video himself. Authorities also found the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth issues of AQAP’s propaganda magazine *Inspire*, which include instructions on constructing car bombs and conducting other vehicular attacks, as well as several issues of ISIS’s magazine *Dabiq* on Musleh’s phone. Also uploaded three videos of now-deceased AQAP recruiter al-Awlaki to YouTube, and stated that family members had recommended he watch Awlaki videos. His phone contained a collection of audio files labeled “Anwar Al-Awlaki\All Of The Lectures From The Best Scholar Ever.”

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** YouTube

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Yes

i. **Disseminated?** Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

---


a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Part of a group of Somali-American youth from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS in Syria. Arrested in April 2015 and charged with conspiring to provide material support to the group. Pled guilty and in November 2016, was sentenced to 10 years in prison.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video

e. **Propaganda details:** Confessed that he watched ISIS videos showing beheadings, suicide bombings, and kidnappings.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

---

115. **Umm Muthanna** *(Vice)*

a. **Type of extremist:** Foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship:** U.K.

c. **Description:** Believed to be fighting on behalf of ISIS in Syria.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Publication

e. **Propaganda details:** Had a Twitter account devoted to disseminating the theological and political statements of now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes


a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship**: U.S. (permanent resident)
c. **Description**: Traveled from New York to Yemen in March 2015 in an attempt to join ISIS. Returned to the United States in September and continued to express his support for ISIS online. Arrested in November 2016 on a charge of attempting to provide material support to ISIS.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech
e. **Propaganda details**: Emailed an individual a video depicting the now-deceased ISIS senior military commander Abu Usamah al-Maghribi reciting portions of the Quran, and posted a YouTube audio file on Facebook of then-ISIS spokesman Abu Muhammad al-Adnani calling for attacks on the West.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Facebook, YouTube
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

117. **Abdiwali Nur** *(U.S. Department of Justice 2014, MPR News)*

a. **Type of extremist**: Foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Part of a group of Somali-American youth from Minnesota who attempted to join ISIS abroad. Successfully left to join ISIS in Syria in May 2014 and is now believed to be dead.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
e. **Propaganda details**: Watched ISIS propaganda videos that “glorified religious violence” with other young Somali-American men.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes


a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Part of a group of Somali-American youth from Minnesota who attempted to join ISIS abroad. Convicted of conspiring to provide material support to the group and conspiring to commit murder overseas in June 2016. In November, he was sentenced to 35 years in prison.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
e. **Propaganda details:** Watched ISIS propaganda videos that “glorified religious violence” with other young Somali-American men.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes


a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist

b. **Citizenship:** U.S. (naturalized)

c. **Description:** Told a police informant of his intention to kill Americans in retaliation for the murder of al-Qaeda cleric Anwar al-Awlaki. Arrested at his home in 2011 for possession of a homemade explosive device. Pled guilty to a single charge of criminal possession of a weapon, and in March 2014, was sentenced to 16 years in prison.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine, Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Ran an extremist website, which hosted extremist propaganda materials, including bomb-making instructions from AQAP’s *Inspire*. Gave an undercover FBI informant a flash drive with six issues of *Inspire*. Began making an explosive device with the informant according to the instructions from *Inspire*. Also uploaded at least 12 videos of lectures given by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki onto YouTube.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** YouTube

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Yes

i. **Disseminated?** Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

**120. Tairod Nathan Webster Pugh** (U.S. Department of Justice 2017)

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Traveled from Egypt to Turkey in January 2015 in an attempt to cross the border into Syria, but was stopped by Turkish authorities and transferred to U.S. custody. Found guilty of attempting to provide material support to a terrorist organization and in May 2017, was sentenced to 35 years in prison.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video

e. **Propaganda details:** His laptop contained searches for the ISIS propaganda video “Flames of War” —a 55-minute video depicting captured Syrian soldiers being shot after digging their own graves, among other scenes. He also downloaded ISIS propaganda videos, including execution videos.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
g. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.

h. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.

i. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Not determined.


   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Attempted to join ISIS in 2014, but his parents stopped him from going. Took photos of DC landmarks for use in potential ISIS propaganda videos. Pled guilty to charges of attempting to provide material support to ISIS in October 2016 and was sentenced to 20 years in prison in February 2017.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Discussed ISIS propaganda videos with an FBI undercover operative. They included execution videos, a propaganda video encouraging lone wolf attacks, and “Flames of War”—a 55-minute video depicting captured Syrian soldiers being shot after digging their own graves, among other scenes. His Twitter profile pictures were also stills from ISIS beheading videos. He stated that he loved the bodies, blood, and beheadings, and that an execution video was “beautiful.”
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Yes
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Yes


   a. **Type of extremist:** Supporter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Expressed support for ISIS on social media and encouraged others to carry out terror attacks. Detained at the airport before a flight to Jordan in March 2017 and charged with six counts of making false statements to federal agents.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
   e. **Propaganda details:** Referenced a speech by former ISIS spokesman Abu Muhammad al-Adnani in communications on a social media application.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?:** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?:** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?:** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?:** Yes

123. Mohibur Rahman ([BBC News, Guardian](https://example.com))

   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.

c. **Description:** Plotted to commit a domestic terror attack targeting the London Stock Exchange. Convicted and given a life sentence.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine

e. **Propaganda details:** Admitted that he possessed two issues of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine for terrorist purposes.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

124. Saddam Mohamed Raishani ([U.S. Department of Justice 2017](http://example.com))

   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter

   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

   c. **Description:** Arrested in June 2017 at New York’s JFK airport before an attempt to travel abroad to join ISIS. Charged with attempting to provide material support to the group.

   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video

   e. **Propaganda details:** Told an FBI undercover operative that he watched ISIS videos online. They included one “that instructed that to answer God’s call and avoid humiliation, one must go to the Islamic State,” one of ISIS fighters killing civilians in Yemen, and one of ISIS supporters discussing their desire to join ISIS.

   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes

   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

   i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.

   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes


   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist

   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

   c. **Description:** Allegedly sought to target U.S. servicemen in retaliation for the death of AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki. Rockwood was sentenced to eight years in prison in August 2010 on charges of making a false statement to the FBI during a terrorism investigation.

   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech

   e. **Propaganda details:** Stated that he listened to Awlaki’s sermons.

   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.

   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

   i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
   a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   q. Description: Planned to behead controversial blogger Pamela Geller in New York alongside David Daoud Wright and Usamaah Abdullah Rahim. Charged with conspiracy to provide material support to ISIS in June 2015 and pled guilty in September 2016.
   c. Propaganda type(s): Video, Nasheed
   d. Propaganda details: Uploaded and favored ISIS nasheeds and propaganda videos on YouTube. In one of these videos, individuals were called upon to become martyrs.
   e. Platform used to access propaganda: YouTube, Google Plus
   g. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   h. Disseminated?: Yes
   i. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

   a. Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Planned to join ISIS in Syria. Arrested in June 2015 and charged with conspiring to provide services and personnel to ISIS. Pled guilty and in May 2016, was sentenced to 15 years in prison.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video
   e. Propaganda details: Watched ISIS execution videos with Nader Saadeh and Samuel Rahamin Topaz. His brother—Naader Saadeh—sent him an ISIS video via text message.
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

   a. Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Flew to Jordan in May 2015 with the intention of meeting his brother, Alaa Saadeh, and Samuel Rahamin Topaz in Turkey. Planned to cross over into ISIS territory. Captured by authorities and returned to the United States, where he was charged with conspiring to provide material support to ISIS in August 2015.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video, Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Watched ISIS propaganda videos with Saadeh and Topaz. Visited a web page that featured an ISIS video in which a Jordanian pilot is burned alive, another that featured an hour-long ISIS propaganda video depicting bombings, shootings, executions, kidnappings, and beheadings, and another that featured a video of now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki’s speech “The Dust Will Never Settle Down,” which urges the killing of any individual who defames the Prophet Muhammad. Also sent his brother an ISIS video via text message.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

129. Faisal Saddiquie ([Crown Prosecution Service](https://www.crownprosecution.service.gov.uk/))

   a. **Type of extremist:** Supporter
   
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   
   c. **Description:** Convicted for the possession of terrorist publications and was sentenced to 2.5 years in prison in March 2009.
   
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Manual
   
   e. **Propaganda details:** Found to be in possession of the al-Qaeda Training Manual—a manual on jihad produced and released by the group.
   
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.


   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S. (permanent resident)
   
   c. **Description:** Arrested in February 2015 as he attempted to board a flight to Istanbul at JFK airport and in January 2017, pled guilty to attempting to provide material support to ISIS. Sentenced to 15 years in prison in December.
   
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   
   e. **Propaganda details:** Made a post on an Uzbek-language pro-ISIS website in which he referenced an ISIS video titled “Upon the Prophetic Methodology,” which depicts individuals pledging allegiance to ISIS and mass executions. Also watched videos of ISIS training camps in Syria with an FBI undercover operative.
   
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
   
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
131. Sayfullo Saipov (U.S. Department of Justice 2017)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S. (permanent resident)
   c. **Description:** Carried out October 31, 2017 truck attack in New York City, that killed eight individuals.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Stated that he was inspired to carry out the attack by ISIS videos that he watched on his cell phone. His cell phone contained approximately 90 videos, “many” of which were ISIS propaganda. They included a video of ISIS fighters killing a prisoner by running him over with a tank, a video of ISIS fighters shooting a prisoner in the face, a video of a beheading, and a video providing instructions on how to build a homemade IED.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Arrested in June 2015 for trying to learn how to build a pressure-cooker bomb and plotting to blow up New York City landmarks. Pled guilty in February 2017 to charges of conspiring to provide material support to ISIS.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Radio Broadcast
   e. **Propaganda details:** Translated the content of ISIS videos into English. A co-conspirator sent him a YouTube link to a video featuring an image of ISIS’s flag that included propaganda about ISIS’s occupation of Syria. Also posted a message on Twitter praising ISIS’s “high-end videos.”
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** YouTube
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Yes
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

133. Esteban Santiago (NBC News)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Carried out a gun attack at Ft. Lauderdale Airport on January 6, 2017, that killed five and wounded six.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Claimed that the CIA forced him to watch ISIS videos.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
Edward Schimenti (U.S. Department of Justice 2017) [Image – on right]

a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter facilitator
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Attempted to help an FBI undercover operative travel overseas to join ISIS. Pledged allegiance to ISIS. Charged with conspiracy to provide material support to the group in April 2017.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
e. **Propaganda details:** Told an FBI undercover operative that he watched ISIS videos every night, including ISIS training videos. Showed the FBI operative an execution video. Watched ISIS videos, including a bombing video, with Jones and the FBI operative. According to co-conspirator Joseph D. Jones, he had a lot of ISIS videos on his phone.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes


a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
c. **Description:** Attempted to carry out the May 1, 2010, bombing in Times Square, New York. Sentenced to life in prison in October 2010 on terrorism-related charges.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech
e. **Propaganda details:** Told authorities that he was inspired by speeches given by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

Tareena Shakil (Daily Mail, BBC News) [Image]

a. **Type of extremist:** Foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
c. **Description:** First British woman to be convicted after returning from ISIS territory. Traveled to Turkey and secretly fled across the border to Raqqa, Syria in 2014. Sentenced to six years in prison in 2016.
d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
Propaganda details: Searched for videos of now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.

Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.

Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.

Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.

Disseminated?: Yes

Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.


Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter

Citizenship: U.S.

Description: Denied entry into Pakistan after flying there from the United States in order to join a jihadist group in June 2008. Sentenced to 13 years in prison for terrorism-related charges in 2013.

Propaganda type(s): Speech

Propaganda details: Maintained personal websites that contained speeches by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki and al-Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri.

Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.

Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.

Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.

Disseminated?: Yes

Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

Tuhin Shehnsha (News (Portsmouth), BBC News)

Type of extremist: Foreign fighter facilitator, attempted foreign fighter, attempted financier

Citizenship: U.K.

Description: Facilitated and funded the travel of five men to Syria to join ISIS. Also made plans to travel there and become a foreign fighter himself. Sentenced to six years in prison for preparing terrorist acts in November 2015.

Propaganda type(s): Speech

Propaganda details: Allegedly found to be in possession of speeches given by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.

Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.

Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.

Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.

Disseminated?: Not determined.

Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

Asia Siddiqui (U.S. Department of Justice 2014, FBI)

Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist

Citizenship: U.S.
c. **Description:** Plotted the construction of an explosive device to use in a domestic terror attack with Noelle Velentzas. Charged in April 2015 alongside Velentzas for conspiring to use a weapon of mass destruction against persons or property in the United States.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine

e. **Propaganda details:** Wrote a poem published in the AQAP magazine *Jihad Recollections*. Studied bomb-making instructions from AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Yes

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

140. **Elton Simpson** (Fox News, *Hill, U.S. Department of Justice 2016*)

a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Carried out a gun attack on a “Draw Muhammad” cartoon contest in Garland, Texas, on May 3, 2015, alongside Nadir Soofi. The pair shot and wounded a security guard before they were shot and killed by police.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video

r. **Propaganda details:** Watched ISIS propaganda videos alongside Nadir Soofi and Abdul Malik Abdul Kareem. The *Hill* states that he was radicalized by the videos.

e. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

f. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

g. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

h. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

i. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

141. **Nadir Soofi** (Fox News, *Hill, U.S. Department of Justice 2016, Combatting Terrorism Center*)

a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Carried out a gun attack on a “Draw Muhammad” cartoon contest in Garland, Texas, on May 3, 2015, alongside Elton Simpson. The pair shot and wounded a security guard before they were shot and killed by police.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Watched ISIS propaganda videos alongside Elton Simpson and Abdul Malik Abdul Kareem. The *Hill* states that he was radicalized by the videos. Also sent a CD of lectures by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki to his mother.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes  
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

142. **Harlem Suarez** *(U.S. Department of Justice 2015, Miami Herald, Miami Herald, Daily Mail)*
   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted terrorist  
      b. **Citizenship**: U.S. (naturalized)  
      c. **Description**: Plotted to use a weapon of mass destruction in an attack in the United States. In January 2017, he was convicted of providing material support to ISIS and the attempted use of a weapon of mass destruction, and in April 2017, was sentenced to life in prison.  
      d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video  
      e. **Propaganda details**: Posted ISIS beheading videos on Facebook.  
      f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Facebook  
      g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes  
      h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.  
      i. **Disseminated?**: Yes  
      j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted terrorist  
      b. **Citizenship**: U.S.  
      c. **Description**: Charged with attempting to carry out a domestic attack in the name of ISIS and was suspected of killing his neighbor in order to steal money to finance the attack. Pled guilty to terrorism charges in November 2016 and was sentenced to a lifetime in prison.  
      d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video  
      e. **Propaganda details**: Downloaded videos of violent ISIS attacks, including beheadings.  
      f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.  
      g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes  
      h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.  
      i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.  
      j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

144. **Naseer Taj** *(Crown Prosecution Service, BBC News)* [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter  
      b. **Citizenship**: U.K.  
      c. **Description**: Arrested in December 2014 two days before he planned to travel to Syria and join ISIS. Charged with terrorism-related offenses and in May 2016, was sentenced to over eight years in prison.  
      d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Magazine  
      e. **Propaganda details**: His phone contained the fourth issue of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine, which contains some graphic content and instructions on using AK-47s and conducting chemical attacks in buildings.  
      f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Yes
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist, attempted foreign fighter
b. Citizenship: U.S.
c. Description: In 2014, spoke of plans to bomb the Los Angeles subway system and attempted to travel abroad to join ISIS. Arrested upon his travel attempt on March 17, 2014, and pled guilty to attempting to provide material support to ISIS. Sentenced to 12 years in prison on June 7, 2016.
d. Propaganda type(s): Magazine, Speech
e. Propaganda details: Laptop contained the tenth issue of AQAP’s Inspire magazine, which includes instructions for attacking vehicles. His purported YouTube channel contained liked videos of sermons by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: YouTube
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Yes
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

Zale Thompson (NBC New York) [Image]
a. Type of extremist: Terrorist
b. Citizenship: U.S.
c. Description: Attacked a group of NYPD officers with a hatchet in October 2014, critically injuring one.
d. Propaganda type(s): Video
e. Propaganda details: Viewed ISIS beheading videos online.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

Samuel Rahamin Topaz (U.S. Department of Justice 2015, U.S. Department of Justice 2015)
a. Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter
b. Citizenship: U.S.
c. Description: Planned to join ISIS abroad with Alaa Sadeh, Nader Saadeh, and Munther Omar Saleh. Pled guilty to a charge of conspiring to provide material support to ISIS in September 2015.
d. Propaganda type(s): Video
e. **Propaganda details**: Watched ISIS execution videos with Alaa and Nader Saadeh.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Yes

148. Abdella Ahmad Tounisi (U.S. Department of Justice 2013, Chicago Tribune, Chicago Tribune)

a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship**: U.S.

c. **Description**: Arrested at Chicago’s O’Hare International airport en route to Syria in April 2013. Pled guilty to one count of attempting to provide material support to the Nusra Front—at the time al-Qaeda’s affiliate in Syria—and was sentenced to 15 years in prison in October 2017.

d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video, Speech

e. **Propaganda details**: Viewed propaganda videos of Nusra Front members engaging in combat and detonating bombs. Viewed an interview of now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki on YouTube sent to him by Adel Daoud, who attempted to carry out a domestic terror attack in Chicago.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: YouTube

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

149. Dzhokhar Tsarnaev (U.S. Department of Justice 2013, Boston Globe, Slate, Foreign Policy, New York Times, CNN)

a. **Type of extremist**: Terrorist

b. **Citizenship**: U.S. (naturalized)

c. **Description**: Carried out the April 2013 Boston Marathon bombings alongside his brother, Tamerlan Tsarnaev, that killed three people and injured more than 250. Convicted of 30 charges related to the attack and in May 2015, was sentenced to death.

d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Magazine, Video, Speech

e. **Propaganda details**: Downloaded a book with a forward by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki, as well a copy of an issue of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine that included bomb-making instructions and graphic content. Told investigators that he and his brother Tamerlan learned to make the bombs used in the Boston Marathon from the instructions in *Inspire*. Some of Awlaki’s speeches and YouTube videos, including his “Hereafter” series, were found on Dzokhar’s electronic devices.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Yes
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

150. Tamerlan Tsarnaev (Slate, Foreign Policy, CNN)

a. Type of extremist: Terrorist
b. Citizenship: U.S. (naturalized)
c. Description: Carried out the April 2013 Boston Marathon bombings alongside his brother, Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, that killed three people and injured more than 250. Died several days later in a shootout with police.
d. Propaganda type(s): Magazine, Video
e. Propaganda details: His brother, Dzhokhar, told investigators that he and Tamerlan learned to make the bombs used in the Boston Marathon from instructions in AQAP’s Inspire magazine. Some of now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki’s YouTube videos were also found on his electronic devices.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Yes
i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

151. Younis Tsouli (Crown Prosecution Service, Guardian) [Image]

a. Type of extremist: Recruiter
b. Citizenship: U.K. (resident)
c. Description: Posted extremist material online originally published by al-Qaeda in Iraq intended to incite and recruit suicide bombers. Charged with inciting another person to commit an act of terrorism and pled guilty in 2007. Sentenced to 10 years in prison.
d. Propaganda type(s): Video, Manual
e. Propaganda details: The material, which was originally published by al-Qaeda in Iraq, included guides to building suicide vests and video footage of beheadings and terror attacks.
f. Platform used to access propaganda: Not determined.
g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Yes
i. Disseminated?: Yes
j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.


a. Type of extremist: Attempted terrorist
b. Citizenship: U.S. (permanent resident)
c. Description: Attempted to carry out a suicide bombing in New York City on December 11, 2017. Taken into custody after the attempt.
d. Propaganda type(s): Video, Magazine
e. **Propaganda details:** Viewed ISIS propaganda videos online, including one instructing that ISIS supporters should carry out attacks in their homelands if they are not able to travel abroad to join ISIS. Reportedly self-radicalized by watching ISIS propaganda videos. Also reportedly read AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

---

153. **Umm Umar** (*Guardian*)

a. **Type of extremist:** Foreign fighter (jihadi bride)

b. **Citizenship:** U.K.

c. **Description:** Young girl who immigrated to ISIS territory from the United Kingdom. Married a British ISIS fighter who was later killed.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Publication

e. **Propaganda details:** When asked about her beliefs, told a reporter from the *Guardian* to read works by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki online.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

---


a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Traveled to Turkey in 2014 in an attempt to join ISIS in Syria. Detained by Turkish authorities and sent back to the United States, where he was charged with attempting to provide material support to ISIS in April 2015. Pled guilty to the charge in October 2016.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Magazine, Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Posted an ISIS propaganda video on his Facebook page, which showed ISIS extremists engaging in battle. Also responded to a Facebook post linking to the fourth issue of the ISIS propaganda magazine *Dabiq*, which includes graphic images. Also posted lecture videos from the “Hereafter Series” by now-deceased AQAP recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki on Facebook.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Facebook

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Yes

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.
155. Unnamed Minor “X” (Crown Prosecution Service) [Image not determined]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist facilitator
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** Unnamed 14-year-old youth who communicated with an Australian ISIS supporter over the Internet and tried to help him carry out a domestic terror attack in Melbourne. Pled guilty to an offense of inciting terrorism overseas in 2015 and was sentenced to a minimum of six years in detention.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine
   e. **Propaganda details:** Had three issues of an ISIS magazine on his phone.
   f. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   h. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   i. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined

156. Unnamed Minor “Y” (Crown Prosecution Service) [Image not determined]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Supporter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** An unnamed 16-year-old girl who communicated with another minor online who was convicted of attempting to facilitate a domestic terror attack in Australia. Found to be in possession of extremist propaganda and bomb-making instructions.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Magazine
   e. **Propaganda details:** Had issues of the ISIS magazine *Dabiq* and bomb-making instructions from AQAP’s *Inspire* on her phone.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Yes
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

157. Noelle Velentzas (U.S. Department of Justice 2014, FBI)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Plotted the construction of an explosive device to use in a domestic terror attack with Asia Siddiqui. Charged in April 2015 alongside Siddiqui for conspiring to use a weapon of mass destruction against persons or property in the United States.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Speech, Magazine
   e. **Propaganda details:** Watched videos of ISIS members beheading Syrian soldiers, and a video of a suicide bombing, which she described as “so cool.” Also had on her phone an audio recording of an Osama bin Laden speech, and studied bomb-building instructions in the spring 2014 issue of AQAP’s *Inspire* magazine.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Yes
g. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Yes
h. Disseminated?: Not determined.
i. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes

   a. Type of extremist: Foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video, Speech
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: Facebook
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Not determined.
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Not determined.

   a. Type of extremist: Attempted foreign fighter
   b. Citizenship: U.S.
   c. Description: Leader of a group of Somali-American youth from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS in Syria. Sentenced to 2.5 years in prison in November 2016 for conspiring to provide material support to the group.
   d. Propaganda type(s): Video, Speech
   e. Propaganda details: Watched ISIS execution videos, including “Flames of War”—a 55-minute video depicting captured Syrian soldiers being shot after digging their own graves, among other scenes—and a video of a Jordanian pilot being burned alive, which he later stated “touched” him and “made [him] rethink a lot of things.” In a 2016 interview for 60 Minutes, he stated that while watching ISIS videos, “you think you’re doing something for a greater cause…for good…Most of the videos would talk about how if you would engage in jihad you would be doing your family a favor.” Indicated that he watched the videos on YouTube. Also stated in court that he “used to watch Anwar al-Awlaki lectures a lot.”
   f. Platform used to access propaganda: YouTube
   g. Accessed violent propaganda?: Yes
   h. Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?: Not determined.
   i. Disseminated?: Not determined.
   j. Viewed/discussed with others?: Yes
160. Ismael Watson (*Daily Mail, Telegraph, BBC News*) [Image]
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter
   b. **Citizenship:** U.K.
   c. **Description:** Traveled to Turkey in an attempt to cross the Syrian border and join ISIS in 2016, but was detained and deported by Turkish authorities. Sentenced to five years in prison in December 2017.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Became radicalized after watching ISIS videos online in 2015, according to court prosecutors.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist, attempted financier
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Posted content on social media indicating his support for a domestic terror attack and discussing potential plans for such an attack. Also attempted to finance ISIS. Charged in December 2016 with attempting to provide material support to the group.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video
   e. **Propaganda details:** Posted ISIS propaganda videos on Facebook that contained the al-Hayat watermark. One of the videos condemned Muslims who sided with Western states. Stated that he had previously viewed the video on YouTube.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** YouTube, Facebook
   g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.
   h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.
   i. **Disseminated?** Yes
   j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.

162. David Daoud Wright (*Atlantic, Boston Globe*)
   a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist
   b. **Citizenship:** U.S.
   c. **Description:** Plotted to behead controversial blogger Pamela Geller along with two co-conspirators, his uncle Usamah Abdullah Rahim and Nicholas Alexander Rovinski. Helped fund the plane ticket of Zulfi Hoxha, which Hoxha used to travel abroad to join ISIS.
   d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video, Magazine
   e. **Propaganda details:** Shared the ISIS propaganda magazine *Dabiq* and ISIS propaganda videos, including one which depicted a Jordanian pilot being burned alive, with Zulfi Hoxha on Skype and Paltalk messenger.
   f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Skype, Paltalk
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Yes
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.


a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Arrested in August 2015 after attempting to travel to ISIS-controlled territory with fiancé Muhammad Dakhlalla. Pled guilty to conspiring to provide material support to ISIS and in August 2016, was sentenced to 12 years in prison.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
e. **Propaganda details**: Watched videos with Dakhlalla that showed ISIS members helping people in Syria and Iraq. One video showed an ISIS member throwing a man off the roof of a building.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Yes
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.

### Nicholas Young (Washington Post, U.S Department of Justice 2016)

a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted financier
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Former police officer arrested in August 2016 and convicted in December 2017 for conspiring to provide material support to ISIS. Sent electronic gift cards to an undercover FBI operative posing as an ISIS foreign fighter.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
e. **Propaganda details**: Watched ISIS videos while on break from work.
f. **Platform used to access propaganda**: Not determined.
g. **Accessed violent propaganda?**: Not determined.
h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?**: Not determined.
i. **Disseminated?**: Not determined.
j. **Viewed/discussed with others?**: Not determined.


a. **Type of extremist**: Attempted foreign fighter
b. **Citizenship**: U.S.
c. **Description**: Part of a group of Somali-Americans from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS abroad. Pled guilty to conspiring to provide material support to the group in November 2014. Sentenced to undergo a deradicalization program.
d. **Propaganda type(s)**: Video
e. **Propaganda details:** Part of a group of men who met up at a youth center and watched ISIS propaganda videos.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes


a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted foreign fighter

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Part of a group of Somali-American youth from Minnesota who conspired to join ISIS abroad. Attempted to board a plane at New York’s JFK airport in November 2014 in an effort to join ISIS. Pled guilty in September 2015 to charges of conspiring to provide material support to the group.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video

e. **Propaganda details:** Watched ISIS propaganda videos that “glorified religious violence” with other young Somali-American men.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Yes

**167. Youssef Zaghba** *(New York Post, Guardian)* [*Image*]

a. **Type of extremist:** Terrorist

b. **Citizenship:** Italian (naturalized)

c. **Description:** One of three attackers to carry out the June 2017 London Bridge van and knife attack that killed eight people and injured 48 others.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Video

e. **Propaganda details:** Italian authorities found ISIS propaganda videos on his cell phone when he was stopped at the Bologna airport in March 2016.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.


a. **Type of extremist:** Attempted terrorist

b. **Citizenship:** U.S.

c. **Description:** Traveled to Pakistan, where he was recruited by al-Qaeda and received training from the group. Sought to carry out bomb attacks on New York’s subway system on September 10, 2009. Later pled guilty to conspiring to
use weapons of mass destruction in the United States, conspiring to commit murder in a foreign country, and providing material support to al-Qaeda.

d. **Propaganda type(s):** Speech

e. **Propaganda details:** Claimed to have been radicalized by Anwar al-Awlaki’s audio lectures.

f. **Platform used to access propaganda:** Not determined.

g. **Accessed violent propaganda?** Not determined.

h. **Accessed propaganda providing instructions on how to prepare or execute violent acts?** Not determined.

i. **Disseminated?** Not determined.

j. **Viewed/discussed with others?** Not determined.